
 CoinFLEX US Privacy Policy 

 This  Privacy  Policy,  together  with  the  CoinFLEX  US  Terms  and  Conditions  (which  can 
 be  found  at  h�ps://coinflex.us/terms-of-service/  explains  how  CoinFLEX  US,  LLC,  a 
 Limited  Liability  Company  duly  formed  under  the  laws  of  the  State  of  Delaware 
 (hereinafter  “CoinFLEX  US”  or  “Us”)),  lawfully  processes,  collects,  uses,  shares,  and 
 protects  your  information  obtained  through  the  website  www.coinflex.us  (from  now  on 
 the  "Site").  The  terms  "we,"  "us,"  and  "our"  refer  to  CoinFLEX  US  and  its  Affiliates 
 (together "CoinFLEX US"). 

 We take great pride in the protection of the personal data of our users and visitors. 

 When  we  ask  for  specific  personal  information  from  users,  it  is  because  we  are  required 
 by law to process this information, or it is relevant for particular purposes. 

 If  you  choose  not  to  provide  us  with  this  information,  we  won't  be  able  to  offer  our 
 services.  Any  non-required  information  you  provide  to  us  is  done  so  voluntarily.  You 
 decide whether to provide us with this non-required information or not. 

 1.  GENERAL.  This  Privacy  Policy  is  effective  as  of  March  16,  2022.  This  policy 
 reflects  the  information  practices  of  CoinFLEX  US,  including  what  type  of 
 information  is  gathered  and  tracked  relating  to  our  users,  and  how  the 
 information is used, shared or otherwise processed offline. 

 It  also  describes  how  cookies  and  other  technologies  may  be  used  by  CoinFLEX 
 US.  If  you  have  questions  or  complaints  regarding  our  privacy  policy  or 
 practices,  or  If  you  have  unresolved  privacy  or  data  use  concerns,  please  contact 
 us at kyc@coinflex.us. 

 2.  CONSENT.  You, as the holder of personal data, acknowledge  and agree: 

 a.  that you are legally an adult according to your country's laws; 

 b.  that  you  freely  give  us  your  consent  to  process  your  personal  data  to 
 provide you with our services; 

 c.  that this Privacy Policy has been made known to you; 

 d.  By  disclosing  your  personal  information  to  Us,  including,  but  not  limited 
 to,  by  using  the  Platform,  contacting  Us  by  email,  and  speaking  to  Us  over 
 the  telephone,  you  consent  to  the  collection,  storage,  and  processing  of 
 your personal information as stated in this Privacy Policy. 



 e.  that  you  have  read,  understood  and  agreed  to  the  terms  set  out  in  this 
 Privacy Policy; 

 3.  COLLECTION  OF  PERSONAL  INFORMATION.  During  your  visit  to 
 CoinFLEX  US’s  site,  we  may  require  the  provision  of  personal  details  including, 
 but  not  limited  to,  name,  address,  telephone  number,  date  of  birth,  social  security 
 number,  photographs,  email  address,  tax  ID  number,  and  Identification.  Your 
 data  will  not  be  used  in  any  manner  other  than  in  accordance  with  the  terms  of 
 this Privacy Policy. 

 In  addition,  CoinFLEX  US  has  the  ability,  and  does,  automatically  collect 
 information  about  your  visit  to  the  site  including,  but  not  limited  to,  your 
 browser  type,  IP  address,  and  the  website  from  which  you  arrived.  CoinFLEX  US 
 may  also  collect  information  about  you  when  you  fill  in  any  forms  on  the 
 CoinFLEX US website. 

 If  you  register  as  a  user  of  the  Platform  and  would  like  to  enable  Stablecoin 
 deposits/withdrawals,  you  will  be  asked  to  complete  an  application  which  will 
 require  you  to  provide  your  personal  details,  including,  but  not  limited  to,  your 
 name, address, email address, a proof of identity, and a proof of address. 

 When  you  contact  us,  by  email,  telephone,  or  through  any  contact  form  provided 
 by  Us,  We  may  ask  you  to  provide  some  or  all  of  the  information  set  out  in  the 
 paragraph  above.  We  keep  personally  identifiable  information  associated  with 
 your  message,  such  as  your  name  and  email  address,  so  as  to  be  able  to  track  our 
 communications with you to provide a high quality service. 

 We  collect  data  regarding  your  deposits,  withdrawals  and  trades  on  our  Platform 
 along with any provided bank details and cryptocurrency wallet addresses 

 Together,  the  data  collected  by  CoinFLEX  US,  as  described  above,  will  be 
 referred to as “Personal Information.” 

 4.  WHAT  ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION  DOES  COINFLEX  US  COLLECT. 
 CoinFLEX US collects the following additional information: 

 a.  Device  Information.  We  collect  information  from  your  devices  (computers, 
 mobile  phones,  tablets,  etc.),  including  information  about  how  you 
 interact  with  our  Services  and  those  of  our  third-party  partners  and 
 information  that  allows  us  to  recognize  and  associate  your  activity  across 
 devices  and  Services.  This  information  includes  device  specific  identifiers 
 and  information  such  as  IP  address,  cookie  information,  geographical 
 location,  mobile  device  and  advertising  identifiers,  browser  type  and 



 version,  operating  system  type  and  version,  referral  source/exit  pages, 
 length  of  visit,  page  visits,  Platform  navigation,  search  terms  used,  mobile 
 network  information,  device  se�ings,  and  software  data.  We  may 
 recognize  your  devices  to  provide  you  with  personalized  experiences  and 
 advertising across the devices you use. 

 b.  Location  Information.  We  collect  location  information  from  a  variety  of 
 sources. 

 c.  Information  from  Others.  We  may  collect  information  about  you  when  we 
 receive it from other users, third-parties, and affiliates, such as: 

 i.  When  you  connect  your  account  to  third-party  services  or  sign  in 
 using a third-party partner; 

 ii.  From publicly-available sources; 

 iii.  From  advertisers  about  your  experiences  or  interactions  with  their 
 offerings; 

 iv.  When  we  obtain  information  from  third-parties  or  other  companies, 
 such  as  those  that  use  our  Services.  This  may  include  your  activity 
 on  other  sites  and  apps  as  well  as  information  those  third-parties 
 provide to us. 

 5.  WHY  DOES  COINFLEX  US  COLLECT  PERSONAL  INFORMATION. 
 CoinFLEX US collects personal information for the following reasons: 

 a.  To  provide  and  maintain  our  services.  We  use  the  information  collected  to 
 deliver  the  best  quality  of  our  services  and  verify  user  identity.  We  use  the 
 IP  address  and  unique  identifiers  stored  in  your  device's  cookies  to  help 
 us  authenticate  your  identity  and  provide  our  service.  Given  our  legal 
 obligations  and  system  requirements,  we  cannot  provide  you  with 
 services  without  data  like  identification,  contact  information,  and 
 transaction-related  information.  Personal  information  is  also  used  to 
 improve your browsing experience by personalizing the Platform. 

 b.  To  protect  our  users  and  manage  your  information  and  account(s).  We  use  the 
 information  collected  to  protect  our  site  and  our  users.  We  use  IP 
 addresses  and  cookie  data  to  protect  against  automated  abuse  such  as 
 spam,  phishing,  and  Distributed  Denial  of  Service  (DDoS)  a�acks.  We  also 
 use  the  information  collected  to  manage  your  information  and  account(s), 
 and to verify or maintain the quality or safety of a service or device. 



 c.  To  comply  with  legal  and  regulatory  requirements.  Respect  for  the  privacy  and 
 security  of  data  you  store  with  CoinFLEX  US  informs  our  approach  to 
 complying  with  regulations,  governmental  requests,  and  user-generated 
 inquiries.  We  will  not  disclose  or  provide  any  personal  information  to 
 third-party  sources  without  review  from  our  legal  case  team  and/or  prior 
 consent from the user. 

 As  well,  to  comply  with  global  industry  regulatory  standards  including 
 Anti-Money  Laundering  (AML),  Know-Your-Customer  (KYC),  and 
 Counter-Terrorist  Financing  (CTF),  CoinFLEX  US  requires  user  accounts 
 to  undergo  user  identity  authentication  for  both  Personal  & 
 Enterprise-level  accounts.  These  services  may  be  conducted  by  a  processor 
 who will deliver all the results to CoinFLEX US. 

 The  procedure  mentioned  above  is  not  automatic  but  is  carried  out  only 
 when  the  user  decides  to  open  a  CoinFLEX  US  account.  The  user  is  the 
 one  who  provides  the  data  and  can  choose,  among  several  options,  with 
 which documents to verify his identity. 

 d.  To  measure  site  performance.  We  actively  measure  and  analyze  data  to 
 understand  how  our  services  are  used.  This  review  activity  is  conducted 
 by  our  operations  team  to  continually  improve  our  platform's 
 performance and to resolve issues with the user experience. 

 We  continuously  monitor  our  systems'  activity  information  and 
 communications with users to look for and quickly fix problems. 

 e.  To  communicate  with  you.  We  use  personal  information  collected,  like  an 
 e-mail  address,  to  interact  with  users  directly  when  providing  customer 
 support  on  a  ticket  or  to  keep  you  informed  on  logins,  transactions,  and 
 security,  and  to  send  you  emails  offering  you  to  take  part  in  surveys 
 and/or  to  give  feedback.  Without  processing  your  personal  information 
 for  confirming  each  communication,  we  will  not  be  able  to  respond  to 
 your  submi�ed  requests,  questions,  and  inquiries.  All  direct 
 communications  are  kept  confidential  and  reviewed  internally  for 
 accuracy. 

 f.  To  secure  and  improve  our  services.  We  use  the  information  collected  to 
 detect  security  incidents;  protect  against  malicious,  deceptive,  fraudulent 
 or  illegal  activity;  undertake  research  for  the  development  of  technology, 
 products,  services,  marketing,  and/or  security  procedures;  to  improve 
 resiliency,  reliability  or  efficiency;  to  verify  identify  and  prevent  fraud;  to 



 comply  with  our  legal  obligations,  protecting  your  interests,  and/or  as 
 may be required for the public good; and to perform compliance checks; 

 g.  To  enforce  our  Terms  and  Conditions  and  other  agreements  and  policies.  It  is 
 crucial  for  CoinFLEX  US  Users  and  us  that  we  continually  review, 
 investigate,  and  prevent  any  potentially  prohibited  or  illegal  activities  that 
 violate  our  Terms  of  Service,  Over  The  Counter  Market  Policies, 
 Derivatives  Trading  Policies,  and  in  general,  our  CoinFLEX  US  Rules.  For 
 the  benefit  of  our  entire  user  base,  we  carefully  enforce  our  agreements 
 with  third  parties  and  actively  investigate  violations  of  our  posted  terms 
 and  conditions.  CoinFLEX  US  reserves  the  right  to  terminate  the  provision 
 of  service  to  any  user  found  engaging  in  activities  that  violate  any  of  our 
 Rules. 

 6.  HOW  DOES  COINFLEX  US  PROTECT  YOUR  PERSONAL  INFORMATION. 
 CoinFLEX  US  has  implemented  several  security  measures  to  ensure  that  your 
 information  is  not  lost,  abused,  or  altered.  Our  data  security  measures  include, 
 but  are  not  limited  to:  PCI  Scanning,  Secured  Sockets  Layered  encryption 
 technology,  pseudonymization,  internal  data  access  restrictions,  and  strict 
 physical  access  controls  to  buildings  &  files.  CoinFLEX  US  keeps  all  Data  secret, 
 and  we  have  taken  precautions  with  his  personnel  to  process  all  user  data  as 
 confidential. 

 Please  note  that  it  is  impossible  to  guarantee  100%  secure  transmission  of  data 
 over  the  Internet  nor  method  of  electronic  storage.  As  such,  we  request  that  you 
 understand  the  responsibility  to  take  safety  precautions  to  protect  your  personal 
 information independently. 

 If  you  suspect  that  your  personal  information  has  been  compromised,  especially 
 account  and/or  password  information,  please  contact  CoinFLEX  US  customer 
 service immediately. 

 7.  WITH  WHOM  DOES  COINFLEX  US  SHARE  YOUR  PERSONAL  DATA. 
 CoinFLEX  US  may  transfer  its  customers'  personal  data  to  other  companies  or 
 authorities  for  the  purposes  set  out  in  this  Privacy  Policy.  These  data  transfers 
 include the following: 

 a.  We  may  provide  personal  information  to  business  partners  with  whom  we 
 jointly  offer  products  or  services.  In  such  cases,  our  business  partner’s 
 name  will  appear  along  with  ours.  In  addition,  we  may  share  personal 
 information with any of our affiliated companies. 



 b.  CoinFLEX  US  may  send  all  or  a  part  of  your  personal  data  to  processors  as 
 service  providers  that  support  us  with  some  data  processing  activities. 
 These  processors  include  (i)  technology  companies  that  provide  us  with 
 several  communication  or  infrastructure  services;  and  (ii)  companies  that 
 provide  us  with  publicity  or  loyalty  program  management  services.  In  all 
 these  cases,  CoinFLEX  US  ensures  that  these  service  providers  assume 
 contractual  obligations  that  allow  our  customers'  personal  data  to  remain 
 protected. 

 c.  Through  our  Services,  we  may  allow  third  party  advertising  partners  to 
 set  Technologies  and  other  tracking  tools  to  collect  information  regarding 
 your  activities  and  your  device  (e.g.,  your  IP  address,  mobile  identifiers, 
 page(s)  visited,  location,  time  of  day).  We  may  also  combine  and  share 
 such  information  and  other  information  (such  as  demographic 
 information  and  past  purchase  history)  with  third  party  advertising 
 partners.  These  advertising  partners  may  use  this  information  (and 
 similar  information  collected  from  other  websites)  for  purposes  of 
 delivering  targeted  advertisements  to  you  when  you  visit  third  party 
 websites  within  their  networks.  This  practice  is  commonly  referred  to  as 
 “interest-based  advertising”  or  “online  behavioral  advertising.  We  may 
 allow  access  to  other  data  collected  by  the  Services  to  share  information 
 that  may  be  useful,  relevant,  valuable  or  otherwise  of  interest  to  you.  If 
 you  prefer  not  to  share  your  personal  information  with  third  party 
 advertising partners, you may follow the instructions below. 

 d.  We  may  access,  preserve,  and  disclose  any  information  we  store  associated 
 with  you  to  external  parties  if  we,  in  good  faith,  believe  doing  so  is 
 required  or  appropriate  to:  comply  with  law  enforcement  or  national 
 security  requests  and  legal  process,  such  as  a  court  order  or  subpoena; 
 protect  your,  our  or  others’  rights,  property,  or  safety;  enforce  our  policies 
 or  contracts;  collect  amounts  owed  to  us;  or  assist  with  an  investigation  or 
 prosecution of suspected or actual illegal activity. 

 e.  Also,  the  customers'  information  may  be  communicated  or  transferred  to  a 
 third  party,  in  the  course  of  a  corporate  transaction,  including  a  merger  or 
 an asset sale or an acquisition, always in the best interests of the users. 

 f.  We  may  provide  third  parties  with  statistical  anonymised  information 
 about our users. 



 g.  In  other  cases,  when  permi�ed  by  the  applicable  law  or  with  your  express 
 consent to perform the transfer. 

 8.  ANALYTICS  AND  REMARKETING.  Please  note  that  CoinFLEX  US  uses 
 ‘Google  Analytics’  and  ‘Google  Remarketing  List  for  Search’  to  collect 
 information  regarding  how  visitors  use  the  site  in  effort  to  improve  the  user 
 experience. 

 Google  Analytics  is  a  third-party  information  storage  system  that  records 
 information  about  the  pages  you  visit,  the  length  of  time  you  were  on  specific 
 pages  and  the  website  in  general,  how  you  arrived  at  the  site  and  what  you 
 clicked  on  when  you  were  there.  These  cookies  do  not  store  any  personal 
 information  about  you  eg.  name,  address  etc.  and  we  do  not  share  the  data.  For 
 any  information  on  how  Google  uses  data  to  provide  their  services,  then  please 
 view their Privacy Policy and Terms of Service below: 

 Privacy Policy –  h�p://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/ 

 Terms of Service –  h�ps://www.google.com/analytics/terms/us.html 

 In  addition,  we  also  use  Meta  Pixel  (formerly  known  as  Facebook  Pixel.  Meta 
 Pixel  collects  data  that  helps  Us  track  conversions  from  Facebook  ads,  optimize 
 ads,  build  targeted  audiences  for  future  ads  and  remarket  to  people  who  have 
 already taken some kind of action on our website. 

 Privacy Policy -  h�ps://www.facebook.com/business/m/privacy-and-data 

 Terms of Service -  h�ps://www.facebook.com/terms.php 

 9.  YOUR RIGHTS.  Pursuant to this policy you have the  following rights: 

 a.  Right  to  be  informed.  This  Privacy  Policy  fulfills  CoinFLEX  US’s  obligation 
 to  inform  you  about  the  ways  in  which  your  personal  information  is  used 
 as a result of your interactions with the CoinFLEX US Site. 

 b.  Your  right  to  withdraw  consent.  You  have  the  right  to  withdraw  your 
 consent  to  allow  CoinFLEX  US  to  collect  and  process  your  personal  data. 
 Should  you  choose  to  withdraw  that  consent,  contact  CoinFLEX  US  at 
 kyc@coinflex.us. 

 c.  Right  to  access.  You  have  the  right  to  ask  for  a  copy  of  any  Personal 
 Information  that  CoinFLEX  US  holds  regarding  you.  Except  in  exceptional 
 circumstances,  you  can  obtain  this  information  at  no  cost.  We  will  make  all 
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 reasonable  efforts  to  provide  the  requested  information  to  you  within  45 
 days of your request. All requests should be sent to kyc@coinflex.us. 

 d.  Right  to  correct  Personal  Information.  If  any  of  the  Personal  Information 
 maintained  by  CoinFLEX  US  regarding  you  is  inaccurate  or  incomplete, 
 you have the right to request that same be corrected. 

 e.  Right  to  be  forgo�en.  You  have  the  right  to  request  that  CoinFLEX  US  erase 
 all  personal  information  that  we  hold  about  you.  Where  appropriate,  such 
 requests will be honored within 45 days of your request. 

 f.  Right  to  object.  You  have  the  right  to  object  to  CoinFLEX  US’  continued  use 
 of your data for any of the purposes described herein. 

 g.  Right  to  transfer  Personal  Information  .  If  you  would  like  to  move,  copy,  or 
 transfer  the  electronic  Personal  Information  that  CoinFLEX  US  holds 
 regarding  you  to  another  entity,  please  send  your  request  to 
 kyc@coinflex.us. 

 10.  COOKIES  POLICY.  Cookies  are  text  files  that  are  automatically  downloaded 
 and  stored  on  the  hard  drive  of  the  user's  computer  when  browsing  a  specific 
 website.  They  allow  the  Internet  server  to  remember  some  data  about  the  user, 
 including  the  user's  preferences  for  viewing  the  pages  on  that  server,  username, 
 and password. Our Cookie policy can be found: 

 h�ps://www.google.com/url?q=h�ps://coinflex.com/cookies/&sa=D&source=docs 
 &ust=1645617852094877&usg=AOvVaw0GSGqhnL1qn8pgAjSMTeX3 

 CoinFLEX  US  informs  you  that  it  uses  cookies  on  the  Site  to  obtain  personal 
 information.  In  case  you  do  not  agree  with  the  use  of  this  technology,  please 
 disable the cookies from your browser or do not use our Site. 

 11.  OTHER  WEBSITES.  To  the  extent  that  the  CoinFLEX  US  website  contains  links 
 to  other  websites,  CoinFLEX  US  does  not  have  any  control  over  those  sites. 
 Further,  CoinFLEX  US  cannot  be  responsible  for  how  these  other  websites  may 
 collect,  use,  or  disseminate  information  that  you  provide.  Please  review  any  third 
 party  website’s  privacy  statement  before  providing  any  information  to  other 
 websites. 

 12.  CHANGES  TO  PRIVACY  POLICY.  As  stated  above,  on  occasion,  CoinFLEX  US 
 may  revise  this  Privacy  Policy  to  reflect  changes  in  law  or  our  personal  data 
 collection  and  use  practices.  The  modified  Privacy  Notice  will  be  published  in 
 visible  places  on  our  Site  and  will  be  delivered  to  you  through  e-mail.  You  will  be 
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 able  to  verify  the  Privacy  Policy  has  been  changed  because  the  effective  date  will 
 always  be  present.  In  case  CoinFLEX  US  makes  any  substantial  change  with  the 
 treatment  of  your  personal  data,  we  will  let  you  know  through  an  e-mail  and  will 
 announce such changes on our Site. 

 Every  change  made  to  our  Privacy  Policy  will  be  effective  the  following  day  from 
 its  publication  date.  If  you  disagree  with  the  modifications,  please  reach  out  to  us 
 on  the  following  e-mail  kyc@coinflex.us.  The  constant  use  you  make  of  our  Site 
 after  a  Privacy  Policy  modification  means  you  consent  to  the  new  Privacy  Policy 
 to the extent permi�ed by law. 

 CoinFLEX  US  encourages  you  to  review  our  Privacy  Policy  periodically.  We  will 
 ask  for  your  consent  before  using  your  information  for  any  purpose  that  is  not 
 covered in this Privacy Policy. 

 13.  CONTACT  US.  We  are  commi�ed  to  respecting  the  freedoms  and  rights  of  all 
 CoinFLEX  US  users  who  have  placed  their  trust  in  our  service.  If  you  should 
 have  any  questions  or  concerns  regarding  this  Privacy  Policy,  or  if  you  would 
 like  to  file  a  Data  Protection  request,  please  refer  to  our  FAQ  and  contact  us  on 
 our Support Page. 

 14.  NOTICE  TO  CALIFORNIA  RESIDENTS.  The  California  Consumer  Privacy  Act 
 of  2018  (“CCPA”)  requires  that  we  explain  to  California  residents  how  we  collect, 
 use,  and  share  their  personal  information,  and  their  rights  regarding  our 
 handling of that information. 

 a.  This  Notice  only  applies  to  residents  of  the  State  of  California  who  have 
 interacted  with  us  in  the  following  manner:  (i)  using,  visiting,  or  otherwise 
 interacting  with  our  websites;  (ii)  using  email  alerts;  and  (iii)  with  some 
 limitations,  individuals  using  our  website  to  apply  for  employment  with 
 US through our website. 

 b.  This  notice  does  not  apply  to  individuals  seeking  to  use  our  services  as 
 representatives on behalf of a business 

 c.  As  described  herein,  we  use  cookies  on  the  Site  to  obtain  personal 
 information.  In  case  you  do  not  agree  with  the  use  of  this  technology, 
 please disable the cookies from your browser or do not use our Site. 

 d.  The  CCPA  grants  individuals  the  right  to  request  (i)  information 
 regarding  the  use  of  their  personal  information  during  the  preceding  12 
 months,  (ii)  a  copy  of  the  personal  information  maintained  by  Us  about 



 you,  and  (iii)  ask  that  the  personal  information  collected  and/or 
 maintained about you be deleted. 

 e.  To  submit  a  request  regarding  the  collection,  retention,  use,  or  deletion  of 
 your personal information, please use the following email address: 

 kyc@coinflex.us 

 f.  We  will  make  every  effort  to  respond  to  and  complete  all  verified  requests 
 within  45  days  of  receipt.  However,  if  need  arises,  the  time  may  be 
 extended.  Any  such  extensions,  and  the  reasons  for  such  extensions,  will 
 be communicated to you prior to the conclusion of the 45 day period. 

 g.  Pursuant  to  the  CCPA,  California  residents  may  act  through  an 
 “authorized  agent.”  Prior  to  honoring  any  request  from  an  “authorized 
 agent,” we will require proof, in writing, of such authorization. 

 h.  We  do  not  sell  personal  information  for  monetary  value.  However,  some 
 of  our  activities  may  be  classified  as  a  sale  pursuant  to  the  CCPA.  If  you 
 would  like  to  opt  of  the  sale  of  you  personal  information,  please  use  the 
 following email address: 

 kyc@coinflex.us 

 i.  The  table  below  reflects  the  personal  information  we  have  collected  about 
 you  over  the  previous  twelve  months  and  what  third  parties  have 
 potentially  been  the  recipients  of  such  information  during  that  time  (as 
 described in Sections 3-8 herein): 

 Personal Information Collected  Potential Third Party Recipients 

 name, address, telephone number, date of 
 birth, social security number, 
 photographs, email address, tax ID 
 number, Identification, browser type, IP 
 address, site from which you arrived, 
 deposits, withdrawals, trades, bank 
 details, cryptocurrency wallet details 
 (including addresses), cookie 
 information, geographical location, 
 mobile device and advertising identifiers, 

 1.  Business Partners; 

 2.  Service Providers; 

 3.  Advertising Partners; 

 4.  Law Enforcement; 

 5.  Government Entities; 



 browser type and version, operating 
 system type and version, referral 
 source/exit pages, length of visit, page 
 visits, Platform navigation, search terms 
 used, mobile network information, device 
 se�ings, software data, information 
 received from third parties and affiliates, 
 including, activity on other sites and 
 applications. 

 6.  Data Analytics service providers; 

 7.  Social Networks; and/or 

 8.  Other Users 

 15.  NOTICE  TO  VERMONT  RESIDENTS.  If  your  account  has  a  Vermont  mailing 
 address,  except  as  provided  for  in  this  Privacy  Policy,  we  will  not  share  personal 
 information  we  collect  about  you  with  non-affiliates  unless  the  law  allows,  or 
 you  provide  authorization.  Wri�en  authorizations  from  Vermont  consumers  may 
 be  delivered  to  us  at  CoinFLEX  US  and  must  contain  your  name,  address, 
 signature  and  your  consent.  You  may  revoke  your  consent  at  any  time  by 
 contacting us at kyc@coinflex.us 


